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Abstract—Before we can ask ”Quo Vadis, Virtual Platforms?”,
we should ask ourselves ”Unde venis, Virtual Platforms?” and
discuss their origin. In this paper, we argue that virtual platforms
originate from embedded applications and form an executable
system model that in more or less abstract form specifies an
implementation of the original application in target hardware
and software.
Specifically, we discuss the key concepts in system modeling
which are needed explicitly in a virtual platform, such as the clear
separation of computation and communication. We also describe
a method, called computer-aided recoding, that allows to derive
a virtual platform model directly from original reference code
of the application. In the recoding process, flat and sequential C
code is converted into a flexible and parallel system model that
exhibits the required features of structural hierarchy, explicit
concurrency, and exposed communication, and thus can serve as
an effective virtual platform for further design space exploration,
functional validation, and system synthesis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Virtual platforms are seen as an important technology to
cope with the design challenges created by the constantly
growing complexity of embedded systems. A virtual platform
can serve as a stable intermediate milestone on the long way of
designing a suitable implementation in hardware and software
for a given application. While the design path from a virtual
platform down to its target implementation is challenging
(it includes the complex tasks of design space exploration,
functional validation, and system synthesis) and the definition
and specification of the virtual platform itself is still evolving
(Quo Vadis, Virtual Platforms?1 ), this paper focuses on the
origin of virtual platforms. Unde venis, Virtual Platforms?2
A. Virtual Platforms
Virtual platforms are usually built as an abstract software
model of a target hardware platform for a set of embedded
applications. Given the virtual platform, an application can be
developed, executed, and evaluated before the actual hardware
platform becomes available, saving precious design and development time. At the same time, virtual platforms typically
offer advanced simulation and debugging features that are not
available in the real target hardware.
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While virtual platforms can be manually built from scratch
(or refined from a previous version of a similar model), we
describe in this paper a system design flow that includes the
automatic generation of a virtual platform. Starting from reference code of the application, we propose a recoding technique
that allows to generate an executable system model that can
serve as a flexible virtual platform for further implementation.
II. C OMPUTER -A IDED R ECODING
In contrast to the application reference code, which typically
is given in the form of flat and sequential C code, System-level
Description Languages (SLDLs), such as SystemC [9] and
SpecC [8], allow designers to describe hardware and software
components together. These SLDSs support specific constructs
for the clear separation of computation and communication.
Specifically, the C-based SLDLs support the following key
system modeling concepts:
• Explicit structure: block diagram structure and connectivity through ports
• Explicit hierarchy: system composed of components
• Explicit concurrency: potential for parallel or pipelined
execution
• Explicit communication and computation: channels and
interfaces, vs. modules/behaviors
• Explicit timing: simulation time and timing constraints
Having these intrinsic features of an application explicitly
described in its design model enables efficient design space
exploration and automatic refinement by computer-aided design (CAD) tools.
Now, computer-aided recoding allows to derive a virtual
platform model with these explicit system concepts directly
from the original reference code of the application. In the
recoding process, the flat and sequential C code is converted
into a flexible and parallel system model that exhibits the
required system features and thus can serve as an effective
virtual platform.
Computer-aided recoding automates various steps in the
process of writing system models. We use a designercontrolled approach that relies on automated source code
transformations available to the system designer in form of
an integrated development environment [1]. Here, the designer
makes the decisions, whereas the tool automatically transforms
the source code.
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Recoding application reference code into a flexible system model for automatic generation of virtual platform models.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the recoding process consists
of several types of source code transformations, including
(1) creation of structural hierarchy [4] to properly organize
the initially unstructured (flat) application code, (2) code and
data partitioning [2], [5] to create a parallel and flexible
system model, (3) creation of explicit communication and
synchronization [6] to enable plug-and-play in the system
model, and (4) pointer recoding [3] to eliminate unwanted
pointers in the given reference code. The result of this recoding
process is a flexible system model that can be fed into a regular
system design flow, such as the System-on-Chip Environment
(SCE) [7]. From here, several virtual platform models at
different levels of abstraction, e.g. a Transaction Level Model
(TLM) or Bus-Functional Model (BFM), can automatically be
generated.
In summary, computer-aided recoding can derive an executable parallel system model directly from available sequential reference code. Automatic source code transformations
relieve the system designer from complex code analysis and
tedious coding tasks, allowing uninterrupted focus on system modeling and design space exploration. As a result, an
application-specific virtual platform can be quickly generated,
enabling a shorter design time and higher productivity.
III. C ONCLUSION
Given the constantly growing complexity of the digital
systems around us, virtual platforms are essential in the design and development of today’s embedded systems. Without
virtual platforms, efficient design space exploration, effective
functional validation, and cost-effective system implementation would not be possible.
In this paper, we outlined a method to automatically generate virtual platforms via a flexible system model which can
be built from the original application source code by use
of computer-aided recoding. Thus, using recoding and model
generation a virtual platform matching the application’s needs
can be derived directly from the original reference code of the
application.
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